
family discovery guide
A Chinese garden is full of interesting things to discover. Can you find these? Good luck! 

Find this leak window where you can see outside 
the garden through the decorative design. There 

are many different leak windows in Lan Su.  

This white flower is a gardenia. It grows on 
bushes with shiny green leaves. The flower has a 
wonderful smell. All summer long gardenias can 

be found throughout the garden.  
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The garden is a habitat for blue jays, 
humming birds, fish, squirrels, dragonflies, 

and butterflies… Look for these living 
creatures throughout your visit.

It is the Year of the Rooster in the Chinese zodiac 
calendar. Roosters are known to be confident, 

intelligent, earnest, and self-consistent. Find this 
creative artwork of a rooster. 
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Water lilies bring color to Lake Zither and a place 
for fish to hide and take a nap.

Feel the stones under your feet when you find this 
sunflower rock mosaic.

Everyone likes to play board games. This game 
is a Chinese chess game called Wei Chi. What is 

your favorite game?

Windows are everywhere in a Chinese garden. 
Look for this special design and then look 

through to see the beautiful view.



Chinese people have kept canaries as pets for the 
sweet songs they sing. Discover where the scholar 
of a Chinese garden would have kept his canary.

Find a miniature mountain. There are always 
mountains in a Chinese garden. Where is the big 

one?

Where is this lovely tree with round leaves 
and branches that hang down? It is a Weeping 

Katsura. 

Throughout the buildings and pavilions, there 
are many wooden carvings. Some are flowers, 
fruit, and landscape scenes. Try to find these 

grapes. (Hint they are in a spot where you can view 
the lake.) 



Listen to the sound of water as you stand on the 
small arched bridge.

Shadow puppet shows were popular in 
China. Find these puppets that are characters 

from Chinese opera.

Try the Chinese fortune stick game and have 
fun finding out your fortune for today.

Discover this large Tai Hu rock. Use your 
imagination to see shapes. I see a shape that 
looks like a frog sitting on a stone. What do 

you see?


